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Sony Hong Kong sponsors “Green Kids; Devote to Green Life” Programme 

Develops children’s initiatives to adopt low carbon living 
 
The worldwide global warming issue is getting worse. To ensure a sustainable environment for 
the next generation, we should encourage children to integrate the green habits into daily life.  
Sony Hong Kong therefore supported the “Green Kids; Devote to Green Life” Programme 
organized by Tung Wah Group of Hospitals Yu Mak Yuen Integrated Services Centre. It was 
aimed to strengthen the awareness and motivation of children of Sham Shui Po District in 
adopting green living. 
 
The three-month programme “Green Kids; Devote to Green Life” was launched in December 
2011, comprising a series of interesting activities.  Through hiking, participants not only 
appreciated the scenic beauty of Hong Kong, but also understood the importance of natural 
resources towards human beings.  Besides, children further learnt the importance of 
environmental conservation and strengthened their knowledge on low carbon living in the visit to 
Lamma Fisherfolk’s Village. 
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The closing ceremony of “Green Kids; Devote to Green Life” was held on 26 February 2012. 
Participants shared their experience and precious moments of joining the meaningful 
programme on a giant “Green Kids’ Tree”.  Sony Hong Kong presented the appreciation 
certificates to the children with outstanding performance while everyone also received a potted 
plant as souvenir, aimed to extend the green message to family members and friends to support 
low carbon living, so as to build a sustainable future. 
 

~End~ 
 
 
 
About “make.believe” 
"make.believe" (pronounce as make dot believe) is a Group-wide brand message that unites 
Sony's communications initiatives across electronics, games, movies, music, mobile phones and 
network services. "make.believe" symbolizes the spirit of Sony - the power of creativity, the 
ability to turn ideas into reality and the belief that anything you can imagine, you can make real. 
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Participating Kids of the programme enjoy the 
scenic beauty of nature during  the hiking activity 
 

 
The children experience the work of fishermen and 
understand more about marine life 

   
The DIY “tie-dye” workshop allows participants to add creative 
design to old clothes by using natural materials 

 
A variety of games and cultural 
booths are set up in the fun day for 
promoting “low carbon living” 
 

   
Children get close to the natural environment and learn the techniques of cooking in the wild and setting 
up tents in the experiential learning camp 
 

     
During the closing ceremony of the “Green Kids; Devote to Green Life” Programme on 26 February 2012, 
children share what they have learnt from the programme and receive the appreciation certificates from 
representative of Sony Hong Kong (2nd right of the right photo) and a potted plant as souvenir to motivate 
the continuity of adopting low carbon living 
 
 


